
Situation. Port St. Lucie is the third largest city in South Florida and is home to some 

spectacular holiday light displays, however, they are spread out across the city and some can be 

difficult to locate and enjoy. December is typically a season of celebration for everyone, and the 

City wanted to find a way to harness the excitement and holiday spirit of our residents. The 

Communications Department strategized on how to create community engagement utilizing 

social media. Through a brainstorming session, the team developed an engagement campaign 

involving the entire community. 

Objective. As a result, the Communications Department developed the #PSLinLights campaign, 

providing the community with a platform where they could display their spectacular decorating 

skills – or simply enjoy those who put in many hardworking hours into lighting up their homes 

for the holidays. It also was meant to drive traffic to the City’s website, along with its Facebook, 

Twitter and Instagram. The campaign also helped promote the City’s own nightly light show at 

the Community Center. 

Implementation. The overall concept of the campaign was for residents to submit photos of 

their decorated houses or yards with detailed information, such as their address and the hours the 

display would be available. Residents could also submit their photos and information to social 

media using the hashtag #PSLinLights.  

The Communications Department partnered with the MIS Department to develop a map that 

would update every evening with resident submissions. Residents could click on a point on the 

map and it would bring up a photo of the decorated home, the address and details about the 

display. 



The submitted addresses would be added to this public map located on the #PSLinLights landing 

page. The map was visible to everyone, and visitors had the option to download the list of 

addresses in PDF form. Residents could go to the map and use it as a guide while driving around 

to view holiday lights creating engagement within the community. 

Submitted photos were also posted on the City of Port St. Lucie’s social media pages, where 

residents could comment and share their excitement with one another. 

The website landing page and campaign also drove residents to our City event, a Winter 

Wonderland light show at the Community Center that ran for the duration of the month. 

Evaluation. The campaign was extremely successful. We were able to engage our community 

members in real time, giving them the tools to celebrate the season and bringing them together to 

appreciate each other’s work and the City they live in. City staff and departments collaborated to 

deliver a successful campaign that engaged the community in an unprecedented way. The 

campaign was so successful that staff is working on enhancing the campaign for next year. 

Budget. There was no budget allocated for this initiative and no additional expenses outside of 

daily operations were incurred. 


